Welcome

Agenda
8:45-9:00  Introduction
9:00-10:30 Working Group Reports
10:30 - 10:45 Break
10:45 - 11:30 Contribs (2 slides, 3 min each)
11:30 - 12:00 Working Group Chartering
       Storage  [Deepak Ganesan/Prabal Dutta]
       Tools    [John Regehr]
12:00     Lunch
12:00 - 2:00 Demo Session
2:00 - 3:00P Implementing WSN Standards
       Moderator: Adam Wolisz, Technical Univeristy Berlin
       David Culler, Arch Rock Corp. and UC Berkeley,
       Daniel Sexton, GE Global Research, representing
       SP100.11a  Andrew Wheeler, Ember Corp., representing Zigbee
3:00 - 4:00 Panel: Future Directions for TinyOS
       Moderator: Matt Welsh, Harvard
       Jeonghoon Kang, KETI
       Philip Levis, Stanford University
       David Moss, Rincon Research
       Adam Wolisz, Technical University Berlin
4:00 - 4:15 Wrap-up